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Summary or abstract 

The exploration activity was continued as a result of activities in 2010. 2010 
activities indicated some low grade potch and colour close to the surface. The 
explorer was interested to see if other outcrops of weathered sandstone could be 
identified within the sub blocks. Wet weather and unseasonal regrowth of 
vegetation made most of the area impassable from time to time. It was decided 
to concentrate back on the areas previously identified. This too was challenging 
and difficult as the district was experiencing flooding and rain for a second year. 
Many extra hours were spent commuting to the site on days when tracks were 
accessible. Travel time had increased from 3 hours to 5 hours due to erosion and 
weathering. Some work on the track will need to be done during the year but the 
long range weather forecast suggests that this will soon be affected by wet 
weather again. The unusually high rain fall is attributed to a La Nina weather 
event that has affected most of Queensland. 

The areas identified to be carrying surface potch were opened up a little bit with 
the backhoe. The general area is hard sandstone and the explorer was unable to 
reach basil clay during this time. The adjoining old historical digs indicate levels 
at 30 - 40 feet but in order to prove the adjoining ground an excavator would 
have to be brought in. Long range weather forecast indicate this will not be 
possible until the middle of 2012 and the track and creek crossings will need to 
be repaired in order to get a heavy vehicle through. 

The work carried out was to determine whether or not a commercially viable 
deposit of boulder opal could be obtained within the sub blocks.  Trenching and 
sampling recovered potch, ironstone and some thin colour which was under the 
weathered material. Some blue and green lower grade opal was found. A 
backhoe was used to carry out shallow trenching which produced some low 
grade boulders of no commercial significance. 

Information gained suggests a possible deeper level and the areas of interest will 
be on the Sub block that has been retained through the renewal application. This 
area is of interest for future excavation and will need to be explored using an 
excavator to trench. 

Sale of property .The grazing property on which the exploration permit is located 
was sold during 2011 and the explorer is waiting for notification from seller of the 
details of the new owner. 

Also the state government has implemented new legislation with regard to 
compensation for exploration permits. A compensation agreement will have to be 
negotiated with the new owner 
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Introduction 

EPM 17346 was granted 18 Nov 2008 consisting of 5 sub-blocks 

Term is 3 years 

BIM Block Sub-blocks 

CHAR 1946 D E J K O 

The project is 100% owned by Edward Lunney. There are no joint venture 
partners. 

The general area is on GHPL Nundilla Station owned by P Maloney and is 
accessed by stock route U476 or under some conditions via Nickavilla Station 
(private verbal agreement) The exploration area is approximately 15km from the 
Adavale Road see map below.  

The main topographic and geographic features 

The area is mulga scrub, surrounded by sandstone ridges with some lower 
sandstone hills and breaking faults indicating the possible existence of opal 
bearing palio channels. The main geographical features are sandstone resting on 
basil clay. Some gibastone covers large areas and also shallow clay pans are 
scattered along the channels. The area is accessed by crossing 3 creek systems 
and Mt McIver is off to the distance. The general area is low sandstone ridges 
with breakaways. 

 

Exploration Rationale 

The area was determined to be of interest by the explorer meeting a previous 
miner who had explored in the area. The historical digs indicate large quantities 
of silica in the form of potch. The previous miner indicated verbally that they had 
found some medium gem during their activities. The area is known opal 
producing area within the Quilpie district, however good finds have been reported 
as patchy. 

The explorer rationale is to determine the existence of a commercially viable 
source of gem opal. 

Indications so far are that the material found is inverted within the ironstone and 
does not cleave which means the materials would need to be ground by hand to 
reveal a play of colour. 
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It is considered by the explorer that with today's cutting methods even the low 
grade material if handled carefully could produce some commercial product. 

Economic Sustrainablity 

In today’s economic climate. 

 With the Australian dollars over parity with the American dollar . 

This is making the sale of opal slow and if this trend continues the explorer is of 
the opinion that the opal mining sector will have to contract.  

This also is highlighted by the increase in the cost of fuel and government fees 
and charges.   
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No literature searches were carried out as the project location was determined by 
consultation with a previous miner. 

Geological Data 

In an attempt to satisfy the criteria I have included a map that was obtained from 
the D.M.E interactive maps (the map is taken by the explorer to be factual) 
During the period for reporting no drilling was undertaken and the trenches 
showed that the area was consistent with the information gained from the D.M.E 

The area explored is located in the Quilpie district on GHPL and is highly 
weathered sandstone which breaks on to shallow basil clay. Trenching produced 
shallow ironstone boulders with some containing potch. The explorer found that 
the effect of weathering due to exposure to the elements has rendered the 
material unusable for jewelry. Old digs in the area suggest that a second, 
possibly third level may exist and this will need to be explored.  

  

 

 

Geophysical Data  

The exploration activities used during the period were hand prospecting and 
some shallow trenching using a back hoe. No airborne surveys were carried out. 
No assaying was done. The explorer identified shallow deposits of ironstone 
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boulders with potch that were highly weathered and intends to investigate in the 
coming year for the possible existence of a second or third level of opal bearing 
ground.  

Geochemical Data 

The explorer was exploring for the existence of opal and sandstone and clay. No 
base metals or other significant minerals were identified. No assaying was 
carried out. No chemical analysis was carried out. 

 

Drilling Data 

No drilling was conducted during the period. Hand prospecting and shallow 
trenching were the methods used.  

Remote Sensing Data 

No remote sensing was collected for this exploration period. 

Resource Statements 

No commercial resources of boulder opal were discovered. Some areas 
contained highly weathered ironstone boulders and potch of no commercial 
significance.  

General 

No other reports included in this report. 

The maps were sourced from the DME interactive maps and Dept of Mines and 
Quilpie Shire Council. 

There are no appendices. 

 

 

 

 

 


